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My NetFlix

Features include: Queue management Search for titles and actors in movie and actor lists Use a keyboard to select a movie
instantly Use a button to start the queue and view/set start/end time Watch movies instantly with an onscreen button The plugin
is based on my previous work in another popular plugin, VideoPortal. Installation instructions: Windows: First, extract the rar
file. If you don't want the settings file, delete it before unzipping. You must be in the same directory as the extracted files.
Navigate to MPRelaunch\Plugins. Double-click on NetFlix. Click the install button to install NetFlix. Linux: Run the rar file to
extract. You must be in the same directory as the extracted files. Navigate to /media/user_name/Plugin/MPRelaunch/Plugins.
Double-click on NetFlix. Click the install button to install NetFlix. Macintosh: Run the rar file to extract. You must be in the
same directory as the extracted files. Navigate to /Users/user_name/Plugin/MPRelaunch/Plugins. Double-click on NetFlix.
Click the install button to install NetFlix. Please report any problems that you may encounter. A: You can use the Zune plugin.
It's free and can be downloaded from A: You can use the VLC plugin. It is available here You can download it using WINRAR,
unzip it and launch it. -- Alternatively you can use a browser plugin. It's a very popular one, which is free and can be
downloaded from There are different versions available for different browsers. For example, for Internet Explorer you can
install the plugin for 5.5 from here :107E000001C0B7C0112484B790E89093610010922C
:107E10006100882361F0982F9A70923041F081FFC1 :107 77a5ca646e
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The NetFlix plug-in for MP-1.2 is a plugin specifically developed for

What's New In?

My NetFlix is a plug-in developed specifically for MediaPortal, the open source media center. It enables users to manage their
queues, search for titles & actors and watch movies instantly. The primary focus for some users is queue management, while
others will use the plugin soley for instant viewing. It provides these features: * Queue management * Movie casting * Search
functionality * Instant movie viewing * Identify previous episodes * My NetFlix is a registered trademark of Olivier Cantin ===
1.0 Version History === Version 1.0.1 (9-Aug-2010) * Made the Queue management feature more easy to use. * Made the
Queue management feature more stable. * Made it possible to cast to lists. * Made it possible to search for movies. * Made it
possible to search for actors. * Made it possible to list actors in descending order. * Made it possible to recognize a previous
episode. * Made the Queue management feature more stable. * Made it possible to cast to lists. * Made it possible to search for
movies. * Made it possible to search for actors. * Made it possible to list actors in descending order. * Made it possible to
recognize a previous episode. * Made it possible to cast to lists. * Made it possible to search for movies. * Made it possible to
search for actors. * Made it possible to list actors in descending order. * Made it possible to recognize a previous episode. *
Made it possible to cast to lists. * Made it possible to search for movies. * Made it possible to search for actors. * Made it
possible to list actors in descending order. * Made it possible to recognize a previous episode. * Made it possible to cast to lists.
* Made it possible to search for movies. * Made it possible to search for actors. * Made it possible to list actors in descending
order. * Made it possible to recognize a previous episode. * Made it possible to cast to lists. * Made it possible to search for
movies. * Made it possible to search for actors. * Made it possible to list actors in descending order. * Made it possible to
recognize a previous episode. * Made it possible to cast to lists. * Made it possible to search for movies. * Made it possible to
search for actors. * Made it possible to list actors in descending order. * Made it possible to recognize a previous episode. *
Made it possible to cast to lists. * Made it possible to search for movies. * Made it possible to search for actors. * Made it
possible to list actors in descending order. * Made it possible to recognize a previous episode. * Made it possible to
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or later Processor: 2.8 GHz (up to 3.2 GHz) 4 GB RAM Video: DirectX® 11 4 GB available hard disk
space Input devices: Mouse and Keyboard Supported languages: English and Japanese Supports Windows 8 or later © ijji Inc. ©
Square Enix Ltd. © 2018 ijji Inc. © Square Enix Ltd.© 2018 SQUARE ENIX CO.,
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